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Among all the dances, Salsa is a popular dance that mostly people think is hard to learn. But it has
said by many of the choreographers that its mot as much hard as people make the perceptions
without knowing it. Donâ€™t stop reading if you want to know all the right steps and moves and to gain
more knowledge about the salsa dance. It is also true that if you want to be a perfect salsa dancer
then you require a lots and lots of practice and you will not have to get back from the difficult and
complicated steps.   Before going towards the complicated moves it is essential to have a deep
knowledge of the basic steps.

The Latin dance â€“ Salsa, early originated from Cuban Sons in 1940â€™s is similar to that of Mambo and
Tango. Not only for the saying, there are most of the steps of both these dances similar to that of
Salsa dance. If you have bit knowledge of any of these two dances then you are not required to put
more efforts. But you donâ€™t possess any knowledge of these dances then you have to put more and
more efforts and require more practice.

Basics knowledge of the Salsa Salsa Salsa

The basic thing followed in salsa dance is â€“ you have to take six steps on eight beats by following the
â€œquick quick slowâ€• pattern twice. For doing so, you can step backward, forward or on either of your
side.

It will further guide by your choreographer that which step you have to skip, either first or fourth. This
is not the only pattern which is followed. The other pattern which can be followed is â€œpause and 3
quicksâ€• pattern. It end similarly like the previous pattern but in this pattern you have to skip one beat
as compared to that. Both the patterns can be followed by a couple on one dance floor with lots of
stunning movements. If you have a little knowledge of this dance then you will hardly take time to
learn it. Basic salsa salsa salsa steps are very easy to learn but it is not enough to have the
knowledge of basic steps only.

But of course, to get actually good at dancing Salsa you have to go beyond the very basic Salsa
Dance Steps.

More about Salsa

Now the point arises that how will you became a perfect salsa dancer?

First of all the choreographer say that be perfect with your basic steps and if you are serious then
you should do regular practice of the basic moves and for this you can choose cool music or a
fusion music or a Latin music which should be full of energy and should be fast too.
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So if you want to learn a Salsa Salsa Salsa, then hurry!! and find a good dance teacher who will
help you in learning Salsa and to find the good teacher you can also have trial classes or can have
online material.
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